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Abstract
Background: The stress that results from preterm birth, requisite acute care and prolonged physical separation in
the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) can have adverse physiological/psychological effects on both the infant
and the mother. In particular, the experience compromises the establishment and maintenance of optimal motherinfant relationship, the subsequent development of the infant, and the mother’s emotional well-being. These
findings highlight the importance of investigating early interventions that are designed to overcome or reduce the
effects of these environmental insults and challenges.
Methods: This study is a randomized controlled trial (RCT) with blinded assessment comparing Standard Care (SC)
with a novel Family Nurture Intervention (FNI). FNI targets preterm infants born 26-34 weeks postmenstrual age
(PMA) and their mothers in the NICU. The intervention incorporates elements of mother-infant interventions with
known efficacy and organizes them under a new theoretical context referred to collectively as calming activities.
This intervention is facilitated by specially trained Nurture Specialists in three ways: 1) In the isolette through
calming interactions between mother and infant via odor exchange, firm sustained touch and vocal soothing, and
eye contact; 2) Outside the isolette during holding and feeding via the Calming Cycle; and 3) through family
sessions designed to engage help and support the mother. In concert with infant neurobehavioral and
physiological assessments from birth through 24 months corrected age (CA), maternal assessments are made using
standard tools including anxiety, depression, attachment, support systems, temperament as well as physiological
stress parameters. Quality of mother-infant interaction is also assessed. Our projected enrolment is 260 families (130
per group).
Discussion: The FNI is designed to increase biologically important activities and behaviors that enhance
maternally-mediated sensory experiences of preterm infants, as well as infant-mediated sensory experiences of the
mother. Consequently, we are enlarging the testing of preterm infant neurodevelopment beyond that of previous
research to include outcomes related to mother-infant interactions and mother-infant co-regulation. Our primary
objective is to determine whether repeated engagement of the mother and her infant in the intervention’s
calming activities will improve the infant’s developmental trajectory with respect to multiple outcomes. Our
secondary objective is to assess the effectiveness of FNI in the physiological and psychological co-regulation of the
mother and infant. We include aspects of neurodevelopment that have not been comprehensively measured in
previous NICU interventions.
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Background
The overall goal of our program of research is to test
the hypothesis that increasing the amount of specific
types of mother-infant and family-calming interactions
will improve neurodevelopmental and emotional outcomes in preterm infants, and behavioral and emotional
outcomes in mothers.
The stress that results from preterm birth, and the
requisite acute care and prolonged physical separation
in the NICU, can have adverse physiological/psychological effects on both the infant and the mother [1-4]. In
particular, the experience compromises the establishment and maintenance of an optimal mother-infant
relationship [4-6]. These findings highlight the importance of investigating early interventions that are
designed to overcome or reduce the effects of these
environmental insults and challenges.
There have been numerous trials of interventions for
mothers of preterm infants. However, several aspects
make this current study different. Few studies have
examined the effectiveness of biologically-relevant
mother-infant calming activities in their breadth and
complexity using an RCT design. With the exception
perhaps of some Kangaroo Care (KC) or Kangaroo
Mother Care (KMC) interventions, very few trials
incorporate strategies that relate to mother-infant
interactions while the infant is in the NICU, even
fewer while the infant is confined to the isolette. No
such trial to our knowledge has specifically identified
the “Calming Cycle” (see Methods and Design below)
as the central focus of the intervention, or included an
extended family support component for the mother
and infant. Few trials have included as extensive an
array of physiological and psychological mother and
infant outcome measures. Finally, few trials have followed the patients for two years. We seek to address
these deficiencies by carrying out an RCT of a familybased nurture intervention (FNI) among the families of
pre-term infants born 26-34 weeks PMA into the
NICU, using blinded assessments of effectiveness with
long-term follow-up.
By nurturing interactions and activities, we mean
those mother-infant interactions inherently involved in
mothering such as holding, touching and communicating. These activities engage the sensory systems of both
the mother and her infant (i.e., sight, hearing, smell,
touch, taste, temperature, vestibular, kinesthetic) [7,8].
An emerging body of preclinical and clinical evidence is
revealing the critical importance of specific motherinfant interactions in regulating the physiology and
behavior of the infant [9,10], and for shaping the development of their behavior and physiology [11-15]. Our
intervention is designed to enlist these proximal
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mechanisms for the improvement of developmental outcome in premature infants.
Nurturing interactions are equally important for establishing and maintaining the mother’s physiological and
behavioral adaptations necessary for the care of her
infant [16,17]. Based on the literature and on the extensive clinical experience of the first author, early introduction of repeated mother-infant sensory calming
interactions is expected to alleviate maternal depression,
anxiety, and guilt, as well as lessen infant aversion to
contact that stems from separation/isolation and stressful medical procedures. These sensory calming interactions are expected to have physiological and behavioral
effects on both infant and mother, including increasing
the mother’s feeling of competence. Once the physiology
of mother and infant are altered, we hypothesize that
these changes will be sustained over time.
We are combining elements of prior interventions
with known efficacy and testing these within the theoretic context we call the mother-infant Calming Cycle.
This cycle, which is depicted schematically in Figure 1,
was described by the first author in the 1980’s. It was
subsequently refined and published as a therapeutic
intervention suitable for mothers and children with a
wide range of ages and disorders [18-21]. In FNI, the
Calming Cycle procedure has been adapted for mothers
with preterm infants. In so doing, we are enlarging the
testing of preterm infant neurodevelopment beyond that
of previous research to include outcomes related to
mother-infant interactions and mother-infant co-regulation. Our outcome measures, especially those that measure mother-infant co-regulation, include aspects of
neurodevelopment that have not been extensively used
in a NICU intervention and never in the integrated way
we propose (i.e., mother-infant physiological measures
during the Calming Cycle).
Our intervention focuses on enabling mothers to
engage in certain mother-infant interactions as early as
possible after birth, within the constraints of the NICU
environment. These interactions begin with odor-cloth
exchange, firm sustained touch and vocal soothing, and
eye contact while the infant is confined to the isolette;
skin-to-skin contact and Calming Cycle activities are
added to these as soon as the infant is able to be held
and fed by the mother. The intervention also provides
other family members with strategies to support the
mother as she continues these interactions with her
infant within the NICU and at home.
The intervention used in this trial is based on a rich
history of ethological and experimental studies in animals and humans, as well as from the 30-year clinical
experience of the first author treating developmental
disorders. Our approach also draws on existing early
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Figure 1 Conceptual representation of Calming Cycle hypothesis. During a Calming Cycle mothers and infants cycle through: 1) separate
mother and infant discomfort/distress, 2) mutually shared distress, 3) mutual resolution of discomfort/distress, 4) mutual calm that may include
periods of eye-to-eye contact and/or infant sleep. Over time Calming Cycle interactions will lead to more rapid reductions and lower absolute
levels of discomfort and distress in both the mother and the infant. (Note: The break in the separation line indicates that in the NICU motherinfant separation times vary widely in the NICU).

intervention literature, including studies on the effectiveness of kangaroo care (KC) [22-24], Creating Opportunities for Parent Empowerment (COPE) [25,26], and
Family Centered Care (FCC) [27,28].
The rationale underlying many of the features of this
intervention is also supported by a recent meta-analysis
of early NICU interventions involving parents [29]. The
findings of this systematic review show the importance
of early intervention and teaching parents skills and/or
involving parents in the care of the preterm for enhancing child development. The meta-analysis focused on
one primary outcome, broad neurodevelopment, which
is one of the primary infant outcome measures of our
trial. The prior findings support several key features of
FNI: early intervention is critical, greater amounts of
intervention are more effective, targeting both mother
and infant is important, increasing certain types of physical contact is efficacious, and family support and involvement is of benefit.
The present report describes in detail the FNI methodology and summarizes the measures used to evaluate
the efficacy, safety and practicability of this intervention.
These assessments include a broad spectrum of infant
physiological, infant behavioral and family health outcomes, starting from the time of enrollment in the
NICU through the first two years of the infant’s life.
Our primary objective is to determine the effectiveness

of FNI in improving the neurodevelopmental and emotional outcomes in preterm infants. Our secondary
objective is to assess the ability of FNI to improve coregulation in the mother and her preterm infant.

Methods and Design
FNI is a randomized controlled trial designed to determine the short- and long-term physiological and behavioral effects of a family nurture intervention on
preterm infant development. The intervention takes
place over the course of the NICU stay. FNI is designed
to help the mother and her preterm infant engage in
interactive biologically important activities and behaviors
that enhance the maternally-mediated sensory experiences of preterm infants, as well as the infant-mediated
sensory experiences of the mother. Extended family
members are also engaged and encouraged to adopt
both a supportive and supplementary role in the process. Our primary hypotheses are that the FNI group
will have increased infant brain activity as assessed by
electroencephalogram (EEG) power and better basic
neurobehavioral function close to term and at 18
months CA as compared to the Standard Care (SC;
described below) group. Our secondary hypotheses are
that the FNI group will have decreased stress responses
in mother and infant at four months CA, fewer maternal
anxiety and depressive symptoms after discharge from
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the NICU, as well as better maternal attachment and
support systems as compared with the SC group. In
addition to the aforementioned measures, we are also
collecting samples of infant blood, breastmilk and stool
samples from mother and infant.
Ethical considerations

Written informed consent is obtained from families
prior to enrolment in the trial. This trial and all protocols within it have been approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Columbia University Medical Center,
where the trial is being conducted.
Participants

The study setting is a high acuity neonatal intensive care
unit at Morgan Stanley Children’s Hospital in New
York, NY. The intervention is conducted during the
infant’s stay in the NICU. All follow-up assessments are
conducted at adjacent facilities to the hospital at Columbia University Medical Center.
Families are eligible for recruitment if the infant is
born a singleton or twin in the hospital between 26 and
34 weeks post-menstrual age (PMA), if the mother has
no history of drug addiction or psychosis or other severe
mental illness, if the mother understands and speaks
English, and if there is at least one adult other than the
mother in the home. Infants are excluded from the
study if their birth weight is below the third percentile
for gestational age or if there are significant congenital
defects. Families are excluded if there is not at least one
adult other than the mother in the home, since in such
cases the critical family support component of the intervention could not be completed or evaluated (see Family
Support Sessions below).
Recruitment is undertaken by a trained research assistant (RA). The RA reviews birth records daily. After
obtaining permission from the attending physicians of
both mother and infant, the RA invites qualifying
families in the Obstetrics Ward or NICU to participate
in the study. The RA describes the study procedures to
the parents, including the randomization process, and
obtains a written consent form from those enrolling.
Mothers wishing to think about the study or talk it over
with family members are encouraged to make a decision
within 24 hours so that the intervention can start as
early as possible.
Mothers complete initial assessments after consent
and families are then assigned to the FNI intervention
group or the SC group using a randomized block design.
For randomization, six group assignment cards (3 FNI: 3
SC) are placed in envelopes and sealed. The envelopes
are shuffled, numbered and placed in a packet prior to
use. The RA withdraws an envelope from the packet to
determine group assignment. Within 1 to 2 days of
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consenting, mothers assigned to the FNI group meet
with a Nurture Specialist (NS) designated to facilitate
the intervention and begin to carry this out, as described
in the Intervention Methods section below. Mothers of
infants assigned to the SC condition receive NICU standard care as described in the Standard Care section
below. Twins are “clustered” for purposes of randomization, with both infants being assigned to the same group
along with the mother.
To determine the total sample size necessary to
ensure statistical power of not less than 0.8 to detect
differences between group means, we considered the
detectable difference for each of the primary outcome
variables that would be of interest for a successful
study result. Our experience and that of others suggested that effect sizes within the ‘medium’ range
would be achievable (i.e., 0.4 to 0.6). Therefore, given
the two independent samples created within the RCT
design, assuming a significance level of a = .05 for a
two-tailed test, we estimate that we will have at least
80% power (1-b ≥ .80) to detect a difference between
groups for effect sizes and total sample sizes as
described in Table 1. Experience with the pilot study
suggests that we could expect attrition at a rate as
high as 40%. To accommodate this, we intend to
recruit a total of N = 260 participants from which a
final sample size sufficient to detect all differences of
interest should be achieved.
Intervention methods
Family Nurture Intervention

FNI is overseen and facilitated by specially trained Nurture Specialists (NS). Currently, these are former NICU
nurses, although with proper training FNI could be
facilitated by non-RNs. FNI employs three categories of
calming activities that are based upon the availability of
the infant for nurturing interactions with the mother
and upon the availability of the family members to meet
with the mother and NS. By including multiple activities, we are able to initiate at least some aspects of the
calming intervention very early, when the medical status
of the most vulnerable infants precludes more comprehensive approaches.
The intervention procedures in this trial are standardized and are accordingly meant to be replicable. However, the dose of the intervention varies according to the
availability of the infant, the mother and the family.
Mothers recruited into the study and assigned to the
FNI group commit to at least four one-hour intervention sessions a week. However, FNI mothers who come
in more frequently will perform these interventions
more often. Research nurses facilitate at least the minimum four intervention sessions per week and keep logs
of intervention activities and duration. Mothers in both
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Table 1 Power analysis
Outcome Measure

PMA

Reference Population μ (s)

Detectable Difference |μFN-μSC|

Effect Size d

Total N Required
150

Infant
EEG [73]

Term

6.044 (.434)

0.2

.46

NNNS [88]*

Term

4.32 (1.73)

1.0

.58

96

HRV [22]

Term

1.77 (1.10)

0.5

.45

154

Bayley-III [69]

18 months

96.4 (14)

6.0

.41

174

.40

186

Mother
Cortisol [89]
CES-D [53]

4 months

Median = 2.4

0.45

4 months

(IQR: 1.6-4.1)
10.24(9.67)[90]

5.0

19.8 (11.1)[91]

.52

120

.45

158

A power analysis was conducted to determine the sample size needed to ensure statistical power of (1-b) = .80.
*Non-optimal reflexes. Illustrative of the 13 NNNS subscales. Citation for the reference population is the same as that for all Outcome Measures except CES-D.
Abbreviations: Bayley-III, Bayley Scales of Infant Development, III; CES-D, Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; HRV, heart rate variability; NNNS,
NICU Network Neurobehavioral Scale; PMA, post-menstrual age of the infant.

groups also complete logs of weekly nurture activities.
All of the nurture and intervention activities are tracked.
The first calming interactions between mother and
infant take place while the infant is confined to the isolette. These activities are designed to be compatible with
the limited access of the mother to the infant during the
initial days in the NICU. For example, during the very
first days in the NICU reciprocal odor cloth exchange
may be the only way that the mother can begin to
establish contact with her infant. Touching and vocal
soothing are added as soon as possible. At this stage the
intervention is designed to engage the sensory systems
of smell, touch, hearing and sight through odor cloth
exchange, firm sustained touch, vocal soothing and eye
contact.
As the infant’s medical status becomes stable and the
infant is well enough to leave the isolette for skin-toskin or non skin-to-skin holding and feeding, the
mother is able to engage in Calming Cycle sessions as
described below. This next stage is designed to engage
the sensory systems of taste, temperature, vestibular,
and kinesthetic systems in addition to the aforementioned sensory systems.
As the family members become available to meet with
the NS and mother, the importance of ongoing calming
activities between mother and infant as well as family
support for the mother are discussed. These sessions are
designed to engage the family members in reassuring
and calming the mother and in providing continued
support for her when the infant goes home.
Calming Interactions in the Isolette
Reciprocal Odor Cloth Exchange
Controlled laboratory experiments have shown that a
mother’s olfactory signature has unique relevance for
her infant and that mothers recognize the characteristic
scent of their newborn infant, even without extensive
postnatal interactions [30-32]. Amniotic fluid, maternal

breast and axillary odors are particularly salient to newborn infants. It has been demonstrated that infants orient to odors produced by their mothers and
discriminate their mother’s scent from odors of either
unfamiliar non-parturient or unfamiliar breast-feeding
women [33]. Furthermore, exposure to familiar maternal
odors has a calming effect on newborn infants and can
reduce crying and diminish distress [34-36]. Moreover,
evidence from animal studies confirms the importance
of odors for the development of mother and infant
attachment behaviors and effective maternal care [37].
From this literature, we conclude that exchange of
maternal and infant odors may serve as an important
mode for reciprocal regulation and is thus a critical
component of assessed nurture interactions. We
hypothesize that regular odor exchange in the NICU
during periods of physical separation, even during
respiratory support, will reduce physiological and behavioral consequences of separation and facilitate the associative learning that underlies the regulation of the bond
between mother and infant [36]. We encourage the odor
cloth exchange even if the infant has nasal prongs and is
on continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP).
Although the infant may not experience the mother’s
odor while on CPAP, the mother is of course able to
experience the infant’s odor. This helps the parents connect emotionally with their infants. Moreover, the protocol for odor cloth exchange is initiated as early as
possible to accustom the mother to the procedure and
to promote continued use of the procedure for the
entire stay in the NICU.
Procedures
During the first meeting between the mother and the
NS, two small cotton cloths (approximately 5 by 7
inches) are given to the mother. On the initial visit the
mother is instructed to wear one cloth in her bra and
place the other cloth underneath the head of her infant,
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whether or not the infant is on respiratory support.
After the visit, the mother is shown how to exchange
the cloth she was wearing with her infant’s cloth. The
mother is encouraged to repeat this cycle 1-2 times
daily in the initial period of intensive care and at each
visit for the duration of the hospitalization. These procedures take place within the NICU guidelines for infectious disease control. Once home, mothers are
encouraged by the NS to continue odor exchanges once
they are discharged from the unit during periods of
separation. For example, the mother can sleep with an
odor cloth and leave it with a caretaker when the
mother is absent. If the infant needs soothing upon
separation, he or she can then be swaddled with the
mother’s odor cloth.
Firm Sustained Touch, Vocal Soothing and Eye Contact
Exposure to the mother’s voice begins in utero. Newborn term infants recognize their mother’s voice within
minutes of birth and prefer it to a non-maternal voice
[38-40]. Yet, there is some evidence that preterm infants
may not recognize their mother’s voice while in the
NICU [41]. This component of FNI is designed to
encourage the mother to speak to her infant and
respond to her infant’s vocalizations in the mother’s
native language using varying intonations. In addition,
the mother is asked to express her feelings and emotions as part of vocal and eye contact. Fathers and other
family members are also encouraged to engage in similar contact and vocal soothing of the infant.
Loss of physical contact between the mother and
infant can be the most salient nurture disruption that
results from the NICU experience. Furthermore, much
of the physical contact that infants do experience in the
NICU is not calming, due to the nature of the medical
procedures required. However, gentle therapeutic touch
has been found to be safe for preterm infants, as measured by physiological stability and indices of agitation
or pain [42]. A range of short-term beneficial effects,
including maturation of visual function, attenuated pain
responses, increases in vagal activity and gastric motility,
and improvement in weight gain have been reported to
result from touch interventions [43-46].
Procedures
During the initial meeting in the NICU the mother is
instructed to make contact with her infant through firm
and sustained touch and eye contact. The contact is
done with sensitivity to the infant’s response and physiological and emotional state. When the infant is distressed, except in the case of the smallest and most
premature infants, the mother is taught to place the
infant’s arms on the chest and gently place her hand on
top, while using her other hand to cup her infant’s feet
and lightly draw the knees toward the chest. The
mother performs this firm tactile containment after the
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infant has undergone a behaviorally disruptive procedure such as suctioning, blood drawing, or even diaper
change and temperature check. Once the infant is calm,
the mother is taught to place her hand firmly on the
infant’s belly for extended periods of time as a way of
providing calming sustained contact not otherwise possible while the infant remains in the isolette. The
mother also is shown how to hold her finger on the tips
of her infant’s fingers, an action that often induces the
infant to wrap his or her fingers around the mother’s
finger. This phenomenon, known in the literature as
‘the grasp reflex’, has been shown to have a calming
effect on the infant [47]. Additionally, because this behavior is a form of ‘answering’ in response to her contact,
we predict that the grasping reflex phenomenon will
produce a positive emotional response in the mother,
helping to establish eye contact and to reduce her anxiety and depression. This method of touching is in contrast to repeated light touching or stroking, which can
be arousing and not calming [48].
While in physical contact with her infant, the mother
is instructed to speak to her infant, to calm the infant,
and to express her feelings and emotions. To do this,
the mother is encouraged to use her primary language,
the one she uses to express deep emotions. The use of
the primary language has been observed to engage eye
contact from the infant in a way that secondary language does not. This observation is supported by data
suggesting that native and second languages are associated with distinct and different areas in the cerebral
cortex [49]. It should be noted that mothers often do
not know or recognize their emotional language until
queried by the NS.
Calming interactions during Holding and Feeding
The intervention incorporates as a central feature
repeated experience with a sequence of behaviors and
states observed in clinical practice during mother and
child active interaction sessions [20]. In this current
paper we refer to this process as the Calming Cycle.
This cycle consists of observable changes in the behaviors and states of both the infant and mother while
they are in direct physical contact with one another for
a prolonged period of time. Experience with this cycle is
adapted to the varying constraints imposed by intensive
care and becomes more comprehensive as infants progress medically and develop greater physiological stability and behavioral competence.
Holding sessions give the mother the opportunity to
increase her engagement in the Calming Cycle. Calming
Cycle experiences are encouraged to take place during
feeding, skin-to-skin holding or non-skin-to-skin holding. The goal of repeated experience with the Calming
Cycle is to enable the infant and mother to become
mutually attuned to one another’s physiological and
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behavioral cues, and to bolster the mother’s confidence
in her ability to fully care for her preterm infant.
Procedures
Skin-to-skin holding is conducted according to Kangaroo Care (KC) protocols used in many studies and
NICUs [48]. Calming Cycle sessions are initiated by the
NS when the infant is off ventilator support and permission is granted by the attending physician for the infant
to be outside the isolette. During the Calming Cycle, the
mother is instructed to hold her infant safely and
securely skin-to-skin and chest-to-chest, between her
breasts and under her clothes, in an upright position
while seated in a designated reclining chair. The infant’s
head is tilted up to ensure the airway is not constricted
and a blanket is placed over the infant’s back to help
maintain temperature. Once initiated, the mother is
encouraged to engage in the calming activity for a minimum of one hour, but much longer if possible.
As holding sessions proceed, the NS helps the mother
identify four phases through which mothers and infants
cycle: 1) separate mother and infant discomfort/distress;
2) mutually shared distress; 3) mutual resolution of discomfort/distress; 4) mutual calm that may include periods of eye-to-eye contact and/or infant sleep. Often the
mother falls asleep, too. The NS helps the mother
recognize each of these elements of the Calming Cycle
and learn that the process is normal. Instruction in the
Calming Cycle is designed to help the mother recognize
her infant’s physiological and behavioral signs of distress
and give her a tool to use in calming her infant. It is
our hypothesis that over time, Calming Cycle interactions will lead to more rapid reductions and lower absolute levels of discomfort and distress in both the mother
and the infant. To test this hypothesis we record measures of physiological data during the Calming Cycle
(heart and respiratory rate, temperature, and cortisol)
and video tape data (for motor and behavioral assessment) in both the mother and her infant.
During these sessions, the NS maximizes a mother’s
comfort by providing a rocking chair or designated KC
chair, dimming the lights, minimizing noise from the
monitor, bringing the mother water, answering questions and addressing her concerns. The NS also helps
reposition the infant if the infant is transitioning to
breastfeeding. In addition, the NS encourages the
mother to engage in vocal soothing and mimicking the
infant’s noises. Fathers are also encouraged to engage in
holding sessions in order to gain experience with the
Calming Cycle with their infants.
Family Support Sessions Previous studies have shown
the beneficial effects of family education and involvement for infant development and healthcare [25,28,50].
As part of standard care, family education is provided to
all families of children in our NICU; however,
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participation is optional. FNI goes beyond these support
activities by integrating the extended family into the
mother-infant nurturing care activities, and by facilitating and helping to structure a family support network
for the mother and infant that will be effective throughout their time in the NICU and beyond.
FNI family support sessions involve all possible family
members and others outside the nuclear family who
may take part in the infant’s care while in the NICU
and later at home. At least one Family Support Sessions
is scheduled during the NICU stay, and weekly sessions
are held if possible. Special sessions may be scheduled
in order to include all the various family members. During the sessions, the NS leads the family through various
discussions, including the characteristics and value of
the Calming Cycle, the needs of the infant and mother,
and issues of maternal confidence, expectations, fears
and concerns. Special emphasis is placed upon the
mother’s needs in the NICU and the ways in which
extended family members can support her, as detailed
in the Mom’s Support Circle (Additional File 1). Issues
surrounding infant care are also addressed, such as how
to identify signs of infant distress and patterns of normal development.
The NS also discusses how to prepare for taking the
infant home from the NICU. Practical planning issues
such as where the infant will sleep, who will care for
siblings, and whom the mother can call in case of an
emergency are addressed. Difficulties associated with
bringing home a prematurely born infant are previewed
with the family and possible solutions are discussed, so
that the family members are prepared for particular circumstances that concern them.
Components of a high-nurture home environment are
discussed. Key elements include seeking help from
family members and using conflict resolution skills to
alleviate distress within the family. This is particularly
important in cases where the parents are separated or
divorced, or where interpersonal conflicts could interfere
with the special needs of the infant. The importance of
unified support is emphasized and resources and referral
services are reviewed.
Finally, the mothers are asked to continue to engage
in FNI activities with their infants for a minimum of 2
years. Specifically they are encouraged to use olfactory
cloth exchanges when they are separated from their
infants, to continue Calming Cycle holding sessions to
reduce infant distress and to continue breast feeding.
Mothers are given a Baby Trekker (Pettersen Infant Products, Manitoba, Canada) front carry pack to further
encourage continued close contact with their infants.
Twins Twins as well as singletons are included in the
study because twinning occurs commonly in the hospital
where this study is being conducted, due largely to
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increased use of in vitro fertilization [51]. Twins will be
“clustered” and not separated in the randomization process, since FNI cannot be delivered to only one twin.
The challenges of nurturing twins in the context of the
study protocol are discussed during sessions with family
members and an individualized plan is developed and
agreed upon. When possible, mothers will hold both
twins at once. Alternatively, the father and mother will
take turns holding the twins at the same time. Two follow-up assessments will be impacted; only one twin per
family (the first born) will be assessed at the 4- and 12month follow-up visits, since it was determined that the
first mother-twin interaction will compromise the
novelty of the second mother-twin interaction and the
time required to film two twins in one day will be prohibitive. The treatment of twins in the data analysis will
be based upon recognition that within the twin pair the
intervention cannot be independently applied.
Standard Care
None of the activities in FNI described above are explicitly part of the SC protocol for staff nurses in our
NICU. Standard Care is provided equally to infants in
the two groups and focuses on extensive training and
practice in the management of premature infant care.
Major elements of SC in the NICU focus on the maintenance of infant temperature in isolette and open crib;
management of respiratory and oxygen support; provision of appropriate nutritional support; prevention and
treatment of infection; pre and postsurgical care; and
parent education including instruction in normal infant
care, diaper change, bathing, temperature checking,
holding, breast feeding, car seat use, and infant CPR.
For both SC and FNI infants, the staff nurse’s attention is focused on performing and documenting the SC
mandated procedures. Nurses often communicate to the
mother that interacting with her infant is desirable, but
facilitation of these activities is left to the discretion of
the nurse. Instruction in KC can occur but it is not consistently recommended. A full-time feeding specialist is
employed by the NICU who focuses on optimization of
infant nutrition and evaluation of competence in oral
feeding. Staff nurses provide instruction in breast pumping to mothers.
Family support group sessions are held weekly, but
participation is optional and not consistently attended.
Social workers and family life specialists are available
when needs arise and for discharge planning as
requested by parents. Family involvement with infant
care is identified as important, but family engagement is
at the nurse’s discretion. Tasks such as feeding, bathing,
and diaper change take place according to a specific
time schedule. In summary, mother and family involvement in SC varies widely in implementation and
participation.
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Assessments

Throughout the course of the study, a comprehensive
series of biobehavioral assessments is conducted in both
the FNI and SC infants and their families (Figure 2).
These include measures to ascertain compliance and
conduct of the levels of the FNI. We also monitor the
attendance and activities of the SC group.
The timing of assessments in the NICU was determined both by what we are trying to measure and by an
attempt to minimize the patient burden. Thus, in the
case of FNI group EEG, the time points were chosen
based on practicability of first assessment and time
elapse of the intervention. The four and twelve month
assessments were set based on prior work showing that
infant attachment at one year is predicted by motherinfant interactions measured at four months CA [52].

Eligibility Screening &
Consent

Not eligible,
Not consenting

Baseline Assessment

Randomization

SC Group

FNI Group

Meetings
In hospital
RA meeting with mother 1x/week to
collect logs

In hospital
Calming cycle instructions, at least
4x/week

Sessions

In hospital measures

In hospital measures
34 wks PMA - EEG 1
36 wks PMA - EEG 2 & NNNS

34 wks PMA - EEG 1
36 wks PMA - EEG 2 & NNNS

Discharge from NICU
Typically between 35-38 wks PMA

Typically between 35-38 wks PMA

Follow-up Clinic Assessments
40 wks PMA - EEG 3 & NNNS
4 mo CA - infant cortisol & HRV;
mother cortisol; mother CES-D
18 mo CA - Bayley-III

Discharge from NICU

Follow-up Clinic Assessments
40 wks PMA - EEG 3 & NNNS
4 mo CA - infant cortisol & HRV;
mother cortisol; mother CES-D
18 mo CA - Bayley-III

Figure 2 Study flow-chart. Abbreviations: CA, corrected age; CESD, Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; EEG,
electroencephalogram; FNI, Family Nurture Intervention; HRV, heart
rate variability; NNNS, NICU Network Neurobehavioral Scale; PMA,
post-menstrual age; RA, research assistant.
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Other measures, such as the Speilberger State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI), were scheduled to provide
repeated information during the NICU stay and at follow-up time points. Many other measures were timed
because of the scheduled follow-up visits. For instance,
eighteen-month follow-up was chosen to coincide with
the age at which the local NICU neonatologists perform
Bayley III assessments. Twenty four-month follow-ups
were included to capture developmental status at the
conclusion of the planned study observation period.
Psychological Assessments of FNI and SC Mothers

Mothers in both groups are assessed by means of a
wide-range of psychometric instruments. As summarized in Table 2 these include indices of anxiety, depression, temperament, personality, attachment, stress, and
social support, that are assessed near enrolment and
before group assignment and again at Term, 4, 12, 18,
and 24 months CA. Prior to randomization, mothers are
administered questionnaires to assess their levels of
anxiety (Speilberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI
[53]), and depressive symptoms (Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale, CES-D [54]). These questionnaires must be completed by the mother before her
group assignment, as her responses could be affected by
the assignment itself. After group assignment, the quality of the mother’s attachment is assessed using the
Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) [55]). The status of
inhibitory vs. approach systems (Behavioral Inhibition
System-Behavioral Approach System, BIS-BAS, [56]),
and Mom’s Support Circle [Additional File 1] are
assessed after group assignment and again at Term, 4,
12, 18, and 24 months CA. Finally, questionnaires that
focus on the mother’s sense of stress (Parenting Stress
Index, PSI, infant [57,58]), availability of social support
(Norbeck Social Support Questionnaire, NSSQ [59]),
efficacy as a mother (Maternal Self-Efficacy Scale, MSES
[60]), and temperament (Adult Temperament Questionnaire, ATQ [61]) are administered at the 4,12, 18, and
24 month follow-up visits.
Neurobehavioral Assessments of Infants

At regular time points during the study, the neurobehavioral status of the infants is assessed using either standardized examinations conducted by research team
members who are ‘blind’ to the infants’ group assignments or through maternal questionnaires (Table 2).
The first of these is the NICU Network Neurobehavioral
Scale, NNNS [62], which is conducted twice, once at 36
weeks (± 1 week) PMA and again at 40 weeks (± 1
week). This assessment has several domains that provide
information about the infant’s neurodevelopmental status. The test measures neurological reflexes, body tone
and motor maturity. It also measures the infant’s orientation to and engagement with social and non-social stimuli, the lability of the infant’s activity and states, and
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the infant’s consolability. The stress/abstinence scale,
originally formulated for prenatally drug-exposed
infants, includes physiological, autonomic, skin, CNS,
visual and gastrointestinal markers [63].
In addition to these blind assessments, mothers provide a wide range of information about their infant’s
development through questionnaires. At 4, 12, 18, and
24 months CA information about infant temperament is
obtained using the Early Infancy Temperament Questionnaire, EITQ [64] and the Infant Behavior Questionnaire, IBQ-R [65]. Social-emotional problems of the
infants are assessed by the Brief Infant-Toddler Social
and Emotional Assessment, BITSEA [66] at 4, 12, 18,
and 24 months CA, and at 18, 24 months CA by the
Child Behavior Checklist, CBCL [67]. The mother also
provides information about possible developmental
delays by filling out the Ages and Stages Questionnaire,
ASQ [68], at 4, 12, 18 and 24 months CA.
At 18 and 24 months CA, infants are administered the
Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, Bayley III [69] consisting of four subscales: Cognitive, Language (receptive/expressive), Motor (fine/gross) and
Social-Emotional. These filmed assessments, made by
research staff ‘blind’ to infant group assignment, provide
information about the neurobehavioral status of the
child and whether there are significant delays in key
domains of motor, language, and cognitive development.
Physiological Assessments

Physiological assessments are summarized in Table 2.
The APGAR [70] score is derived after birth to give a
measure of the baby’s overall health. Research assistants,
nurture specialists, study coordinators, and study investigators collect these measures. Blood is collected by the
medical staff using the heel stick method at times determined by the clinical protocols used in our NICU. A
portion of this blood is retained for use in our study.
EEG is recorded using a 128-electrode net and data
acquisition system (EGI, Inc, Eugene, Oregon). When
possible, a one hour recording of high density EEG is
obtained during sleep at two times during the NICU
stay between 34 and 36 weeks PMA and after discharge
at 39 to 42 weeks. ECG and respiration are also
recorded during these sessions. Recordings are obtained
within 30 minutes of feeding and are conducted
between 11 am and 4 pm. EEG and ECG are collected
at 1000 samples/sec and respiration (chest impedance
belt) at 50 samples/sec. Throughout the recording sessions, RAs assign sleep state codes (quiet sleep, active
sleep, indeterminate, awake, cry) once each minute,
based on behavioral criteria previously shown appropriate for prematurely born infants [71]. ECG records are
processed using techniques our group has developed
and published previously [72,73]. These analyses provide
estimates of heart rate and heart rate variability indices
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Table 2 Outcome measures
Parental measures

Abbreviation

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory

STAI

◆ [53] Mother’s anxiety level generally and at the
current moment

Ref Measurement

Time(s) administered
E1, D, T and 4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Center for Epidemiological Studies
Depression Scale

CES-D

◆ [54] Mother’s depressive symptomology during the
past week

E1, D, T and 4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Behavioral Inhibition SystemBehavioral Approach System

BIS-BAS

◆ [56] Mother’s aversive and appetitive motivation

E2, T and 4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Adult Temperament Questionnaire
Parenting Stress Index (short
version)
Maternal Self-Efficacy Scale

ATQ
PSI

◆ [61] Mother’s temperament
◆ [57] Mother’s parenting stress

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA
4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

MSES

◆ [60] Mother’s feelings of effectiveness in parenting

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Adult Attachment Interview

AAI

◆ [55] Mother’s perception of her intimate
relationships

E2

APGAR Score

APGAR

◆ [70] Health of newborn children immediately after
birth

1 and 5 min after birth

NICU Network Neurobehavioral
Scale

NNNS

◆ [62] Neurobehavioral functioning of infant

36 & 40 wks PMA

Early Infancy Temperament
Questionnaire

EITQ

◆ [64] Infant’s temperament

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Brief Infant-Toddler Social &
Emotional Assessment

BITSEA

◆ [66] Screens for social-emotional problems in infant

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

INFANT MEASURES

Infant Behavior Questionnaire

IBQ-R

◆ [65] Assesses infant’s temperament

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Ages and Stages Questionnaire

ASQ

◆ [68] Screens for developmental delays in the infant

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Bayley Scales of Infant Development BAYLEY-III

◆ [69] Assesses infant motor, language, and cognitive
development

18, 24 mo. CA

Child Behavior Checklist

CBCL

◆ [67] Screens for child emotional and behavioral
problems

18, 24 mo. CA

Preschool Language Scale-5

PLS-5

◆ [78] Assesses toddler language development

24 mo. CA

Mom’s Support Circle (Additional
File 1)

▲

Mother’s self-report of family’s support system
for infant care in the home.

E2, T and 4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

Nurture Time Daily Log

▲

Mother’s self-report of time performing
nurturing activities with the infant

Weekly in NICU

Maternal Nurture & Family Support
Meeting

▲

Nurse’s assessment of mother’s nurturing ability
and family support system.

1x post discharge

Home Nurture Questionnaire

▲

Mother’s self-report of nurture interactions with
her infant at home.

4 mo. CA

NURTURE ASSESSMENT MEASURES

Norbeck Social Support
Questionnaire (revised)

NSSQ

◆ [59] Assesses father’s social support

4, 12, 18, 24 mo. CA

MOTHER-INFANT INTERACTION MEASURES
Hane Behavioral Assessment Video

HANE

◆ [76] Coded for quality of maternal caregiving
behavior and infant stress reactivity

36 wks PMA and 4 mo. CA

Beebe Assessment Video

BB

◆ [52] Coded and assessed for attachment and
mother-infant attunement.

4 and 12 mo. CA

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES
Electroencephalogram

EEG

[73] Records brain activity of infant during an hour
of sleep

34§, 36§, 40 wks PMA

Electrocardiogram

ECG

[92] Records heart rhythm of infant during an hour
of sleep

34§, 36§, 40 wks PMA and 4, 12,
24 mo. CA

Respiration

[93] Respiratory rate of infant recorded during an
hour of sleep

34§, 36§, 40 wks PMA

Body Temperature

[94] Body temperature

34§, 36§, 40 wks PMA

BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES COLLECTED
Breastmilk
Blood

To analyse peptides present in mother’s
breastmilk
To measure cytokines present in infant’s blood

3x in NICU
Once in unit.
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Table 2 Outcome measures (Continued)
Cortisol

[95] From saliva. Assess mother and infant’s stress
levels

34§, 36§, 40§ wks PMA and 4, 12,
18, 24 mo. CA

Stool

[96]

1x/day for 3 wks, 1x/wk for 1
mo., 1x/mo. for 1 year

◆ Standardized Questionnaire

▲ Custom FNI-NICU Questionnaire

Assessments in mothers and infants will be performed from birth through 24 months to determine the primary and secondary outcomes of this study.
§
At these approximate ages the noted physiological variables will be obtained, simultaneously, from the mother and infant during a calming cycle.
Abbreviations: CA, corrected age; D, Near Discharge; E1, Near Enrollment Before Assignment; E2, Near Enrollment After Assignment; PMA, postmenstrual age; T,
At Term.

of autonomic regulation for each sleep state. EEG data
are processed to obtain spatially-dependent measures of
wave amplitude (power) at specific frequencies for each
spatial location as well as measures of functional connectivity (coherence) between electrode locations [73].
Heart rate variability (HRV) will be assessed to provide indices of autonomic control during the three EEG
assessments completed in the NICU and during the follow ups at 4, 12 and 24 months CA. HRV refers to
rhythmic and predictable time-related changes in interbeat intervals (IBIs). HRV can be seen in a continuous
recording of IBIs (or heart rate) over time. It is best
seen while the infant is breathing normally or breathing
at a paced rate within a normal physiological range.
Heart rate variability is a measure of autonomic function. Respiratory rate and variability are measured at the
same times using a respiratory belt and body temperature is measured employing a temperature probe taped
to the flank of the baby. These measures provide an
overall indication of the infant’s autonomic function.
As a component of the mother-infant interaction
assessments conducted at 4 and 12 months CA (see
below), salivary cortisol levels are measured at four
times during each session (and additionally at 18 and 24
months CA). Previous research has shown that neuroendocrine responses measured via cortisol in pre-term
infants are a robust marker of stress reactivity [74].
These measures provide physiological indices of how the
infants respond to a social interaction stressor. In addition, breastmilk, saliva (mother and infant), and infant
blood for peptides/cytokines/gene arrays are collected
and stool is sampled to assess the gut microbiome and
markers of inflammation.
Mother-Infant Interaction Assessments

Diaper Change and Feeding At 36 weeks PMA, while
the infant is still in the NICU, and again at 4 months
CA, videos of the mother changing the diaper and feeding the infant are obtained. These 5-10 min DVDs provide a means of assessing the qualities of the mother’s
interaction with her infant during a routine caregiving
procedure, and are coded by research team members
unfamiliar with the dyads’ group assignment [9]. The
mother is instructed to undress her infant, remove the

diaper, wipe clean, and re-dress her infant. These familiar caregiving procedures represent a mild, ecologically
valid stressor [75]. Following this diaper change, the
mother is observed as she holds the infant for 15-minutes and then feeds the infant. Maternal behavior is
coded during feeding and holding interactions, using a
9-point Likert scale [76] for five domains: (a) Acceptance vs. Rejection, (b) Soothing capability, (c) Consideration vs. Intrusiveness, (d) Quality of Physical Contact,
(e) Quality of Vocal Contact, and (f) quality of transitions during feeding. From these data a composite score
of maternal “Sensitivity” is generated.
Face-to-Face Interactions At the 4 and 12 month CA
follow-up visits to the clinic, a split-screen filming session is conducted following protocols developed in the
laboratory of Beebe and Jaffe [52]. These videotapes are
subsequently analyzed, by team members ‘blind’ to the
dyads’ group assignments, in order to assess motherinfant face-to-face communicative competence, sensitivity of maternal caregiving and mother and infant physiological capacity to cope with a stressor. The ~60 min 4month protocol (Figure 3) consists of the following segments: (1) obtaining mother’s consent, (2) mother-infant
play, (3) stranger-infant play, (4) diaper change, (5) the
Still Face protocol in which mothers assume an expressionless face for two minutes [77], (6) administration of
the maternal questionnaires. Cortisol is measured at 3,
12, 18 and 24 months CA (Table 2). Data from these
sessions are used to determine mother and infant social
competence during spontaneous face-to-face interactions and changes in interactions in response to the Still
Face probe. Primary measures are: infant gaze aversion,
mother-infant gaze coordination, infant distress, maternal interaction style (affectionate vs. intrusive), and
responses of mothers and infants to gaze aversion.
Assessments of NICU Activities

Ascertainment of attendance and the frequency and/or
time spent engaged in key aspects of the FNI are
obtained from maternal self-report forms. These forms
are filled out after each visit to NICU. The mother is
asked to enter information about the start and stop
times of each of her visits to the NICU and to estimate
the amount of time or number of times she engaged in
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+10
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+20

(1)

(2)

(3)

Consent

M/I Play

S/I Play

Continuous M/I filming, HR, HRV

+36

+30

+25
(4)

(5)

Diaper Still Face
C

+49

+64

(6)

Questionnaires
C

C

Figure 3 Four-month follow-up visit time-line. The ~60 min protocol consists of: (1) consent, (2) mother-infant play, (3) stranger-infant play
(4) diaper change, (4) Still-Face paradigm, (5) parental questionnaires. Cortisol (c; “red circle”) is measured at 4 times: consent, ~15 min after
mother-infant play (before diaper change), 15 min after still-face (~min 49), and 30 min after still-face (~min 64). Abbreviations: c “red circle”,
cortisol; HR, heart rate; HRV, heart rate variability; M/I, mother-infant; S/I, stranger/infant.

various types of interactions with her infant. A similar
schedule of questionnaires is given to the SC group
mothers, but without questions that pertain only to the
FNI group (e.g., odor cloth exchange, Calming Cycle).
Documentation of the extent to which the SC group
engages in KC, holding, and feeding will provide some
information about potential cross-contamination
between the groups.
Research nurses keep logs of intervention activities
and their duration while facilitating the intervention
with FNI mothers. Additionally, mothers in both groups
complete logs of weekly nurture activities. It is possible
that kangaroo care is done in the SC group and we
request that the mothers log this information. It is
important to note that calming touch, vocal soothing,
and odor-cloth exchange are not aspects of SC in the
NICU.
Primary and Secondary Outcome Measures

The primary outcome measures assess the neurodevelopment and physiological functioning of the premature
infant from birth through 24 months CA as summarized
in Table 2. Primary outcome measures include: infant
brain activity at term, as measured by EEG; infant neurobehavioral function from response to NNNS [62], preschool language scale [78], ASQ [68] and at 18 months
CA by Bayley-III Scale [69], and the stress response at 4
months CA in infants, as measured by heart rate variability (HRV) and cortisol levels.
Our secondary outcome measures assess the co-regulation of the mother and the infant. Mother’s mood,
temperament and attachment will be assessed using:
STAI, CES-D, BIS-BAS, ATQ, PSI, MSES, and the AAI.
The infant’s mood and temperament will be assessed
using: BITSEA, IBQ-R, EITQ and CBCL. Mother-infant
interactions and attachment will be assessed through
scoring video recordings. Mother-infant stress responses
will be evaluated by cortisol level assessment and autonomic function recordings (HRV, respiratory rate, body
temperature). A mother’s nurturing ability will be
assessed by self-report and NS rating of nurturing abilities and the duration of nurturing behaviors as revealed

by the Nurture Time Daily Log, the Maternal Nurture
& Family Support Meeting, the Home Nurture Questionnaire and the NSSQ. An additional secondary outcome is the degree to which FNI may improve family
support, which is assessed with the Mom’s Support Circle worksheet. We will also collect data for an additional
secondary, exploratory outcome-the effect of FNI versus
SC upon peptide/cytokine/gene expression in the blood
and/or breastmilk and upon the gut microbiome.
Planned analyses

Descriptive statistics will be derived for all predictor and
outcome variables. Family socio-demographic characteristics are not expected to differ by study group, but significance tests will be conducted to confirm the success
of the randomization process. Outcomes for the two
study groups including infant EEG measures, stress and
development, and maternal stress and depression will be
compared at each measurement interval (intake, term, 4,
12, 18, and 24 months CA) using independent t-tests
for differences between means for continuous data and
chi-squared tests for differences between proportions for
categorical data. The Bonferroni correction will be
applied to account for multiple testing. Longitudinal
analyses assessing differences over time will be conducted using repeated measures ANOVA for continuous
data and Kruskal-Wallace or Friedman’s adaptation of
this test for non-parametric data. Generalized linear
models will be used to assess the variability in infant
development, as measured by Bayley-III Scales at 18
months CA. This variability is explained by repeated
maternal and infant psychological and neurological factors after controlling for baseline family socio-demographic characteristics.
Psychometrics

A set of well-known instruments with established validity and reliability was selected for psychometric testing
in this study. For example, amongst the primary outcome variables of interest, concurrent validity with other
tests of cognitive and motor skills such as the Wechsler
Pre-School and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSIIII) (range: r = .47, fine motor skills; r = .82 language
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skills), PLS-4 (range: r = .44 motor skills, r = .69 receptive communication) and the Peabody Developmental
Motor Scale (range: r = .41, expressive communication;
r = .57 motor skills) have been documented, while splithalf internal consistency reliability of between r = .86
(fine motor coordination) and r = .93 (language skills),
and test-retest reliability ranging from r = .80 (fine
motor ability) to r = .87 (language competency) has
been determined for the Bayley-III Scale [69]. Discriminant validity between normal and at-risk infants [79]
and significant test-retest reliability (r = .44) across
three occasions [80] has been reported for the NNNS;
discriminant validity (depressed vs. non-depressed) and
concurrent validity (compared with clinical assessment)
has been demonstrated, while internal consistency reliability has been confirmed via both Cronbach’s alpha and
the Spearman-Brown split-half method, with estimates
ranging between 0.85 and 0.9 for the CES-D Scale
[54,81]. An exception is the Mom’s Support Circle
(Additional File 1) measure, which was devised specifically for the NICU study and has not yet been validated
(See Table 1 for power analyses).
Blinding

Data coding and analysis All data analyses are conducted on de-identified data, and assessments are made
without knowledge of the mother and infant’s group
assignment whenever possible. Coding is performed by
raters blinded to subject assignment.
Self-report assessments by mothers Mothers in the two
groups read and respond to self-report questionnaires
independently and receive advice and consultation that
may reduce anxiety and distress. However, it is not possible to blind mothers to group assignment because
mothers in the intervention group are given extensive
instruction in nurture activities and are given personal
attention by the NS. In the course of receiving normal
NICU care and attention, mothers in the SC group may
observe FNI mothers receiving supplementary attention.
Moreover, the infants in the two groups may occupy
nearby isolettes. Thus, SC mothers may interact with
FNI mothers and observe the FNI activities.
Objective assessments Neurobehavioral assessments,
including the NNNS and Bayley-III Scale, are conducted
by clinical psychologists blinded to group assignment.
Infant and mother physiological data (e.g., cardiorespiratory, EEG) is collected by non-blinded research
assistants but coding, data reduction and preliminary
data analysis is done without knowledge of group
assignment. Only final group comparison analyses are,
of necessity, performed with knowledge of group status.
Confidentiality of Study Data

At recruitment, a subject is given a unique study number. All forms and data are identified by this number,
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rather than by the subject’s name. Patient data are
stored in locked cabinets and access is limited to the
study staff. All data collected in this study are computerized, managed and stored under the oversight of the
Data Coordinating Center at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, in a physical and electronically secure relational database management system
using Scientific Information Retrieval (SIR) software.

Discussion
Nurture may be viewed as the integration of multiple
processes within the mother-infant dyad, from cognitive
and emotional to physiological to molecular levels. The
biobehavioral processes that comprise mother-infant
interactions provide regulation for both members of the
dyad. In very young animals and human infants, the biological systems regulated by nurture are those from
which psychological/motivational and cognitive systems
develop as the organism matures [82]. An emerging
body of animal and clinical evidence is revealing the critical importance of specific mother-infant interactions
on regulating the physiology and behavior of the infant
in the short term, and for shaping the development of
their adaptive behavior and physiology, extending into
adulthood [82-86]. Our intervention is designed to activate these proximal mechanisms for the improvement of
developmental outcome in premature infants. Changing
these interactions during early development is known to
have profound long-term effects on the development of
the infant and subsequent maternal behavior. These
changes can also have transgenerational effects [7].
The decision to include the word “nurture” in the title
for the intervention in this study was made with careful
consideration. Nurture has long been associated in the
lay community with a wide and complex range of
mother and family environmental influences that are
important to infant and child development. Yet, the
term nurture remains loosely defined and largely misunderstood in modern society. Perhaps because of this,
nurture as the subject for serious study has come to be
viewed by a large segment of the scientific community
with skepticism or dismissal. Increased demand for evidence-based practice and for simple quantifiable interventions has resulted in a reductionist approach to
treatments, and studies testing the effects of interventions have become simpler as data has increased in
quantity and has become more complex. As a consequence, few studies have viewed the nurture phenomenon in its breadth and complexity using a multidisciplinary approach. The purpose of this trial is to
address these shortcomings of NICU intervention studies. That is, we are attempting to study the complex
multi-variable nurture phenomenon by keeping focused
on the biology of development and by approaching
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nurture through its individual measurable components.
In doing so, we hope that this study will lead to a more
specific and comprehensive understanding of the word
nurture in the public realm and a new appreciation of
the concept in the scientific community.
For premature infants in isolettes in the NICU, we are
trying to alleviate the multifaceted consequences of nurture deprivation revealed by studies of mother-infant
separation in animal models [83-86]. Accordingly, we
are enhancing the infant’s exposure to the fundamental
components of nurture, including maternal odor, touch
and voice, and the warmth and tactile experiences of
feeding and skin-to-skin contact. Mothers of NICU
babies also experience the effects of separation; thus,
our intervention is also designed to increase maternal
exposure to her infant through the Calming Cycle interactions, with the goal of promoting biological and behavioral effects that are contingent upon normal coregulatory interactions.
Based on the literature and on the extensive clinical
experience of the first author, early introduction of
repeated mother-infant sensory interactions is expected
to alleviate maternal depression, anxiety, and guilt as
well as lessen infant aversion to contact that stems from
both separation/isolation and the many stressful medical
procedures performed as life-saving interventions. The
Calming Cycle is expected to have global and specific
effects on both mother and infant. We hypothesize that
repeated engagement of the mother and her infant in
the Calming Cycle will facilitate the effectiveness of coregulation (as measured by specific neurobehavioral,
physiological and emotional indices) and have immediate and long-term beneficial effects for both. Further, we
propose that the Calming Cycle provides a basis for
helping mothers learn and integrate into their behavioral
repertoire a means to initiate interactions with their
infants and to respond in ways that maximize states of
calm and minimize states of apparent discomfort.
Potential limitations

There are several limitations to this study. Comparing
outcomes in two treatment groups with different patterns of care taking place on the same intensive care
unit creates the potential for interactions between participants that can lead to unintended alterations in the
treatment actually delivered and in the health of the
participants, which, in turn, can affect the outcome
measures themselves. For example, whereas the medical
and nursing staff is explicitly blind to group assignment,
they too may become aware of group status by witnessing NS activities in the FNI group. However, it should
be noted that patients in both study groups are intermixed in the intensive care unit among a far greater
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number of non-study infants. The study NICU census
averages 70 infants, with 10 being the maximum number of study infants at any one time, so that the probability of such interactions is low. However, in order to
assess the possibility or extent of unintended alterations
in treatment, we have included questionnaires for nursing staff and mothers as well as quantitative measures
of the specific calming interactions actually taking place
between the mothers and infants in both groups.
Another limitation is variation in infant health. Extensive data on infant health is recorded on the unit and
differences between groups in rates of infection, medical
procedures necessary, and oxygen requirement may
influence the infant’s availability for intervention or the
outcome measures, independent of the intervention. It
also should be noted that the mother’s availability for
spending time in the NICU is limited by other obligations, such as work or other children at home. This factor, however, should not differ significantly between
groups. In summary, the NICU is such a busy place that
we believe interactions between mothers in the two
groups regarding the maternal care differences should
be minimal.
To reduce the bias potentially associated with a randomized controlled trial of this size in a modern NICU,
the following criteria developed by the Cochrane Collaboration for evaluation of intervention studies [87] will
be adopted: (1) the sequence generation of allocating
subjects will be random; (2) group designation will be
concealed until after consent is obtained and the first
set of questionnaires is administered; (3) the blinding of
participants, research and clinical staff, and outcome
assessments will be achieved to the extent possible; 4)
outcome data will be complete; (5) outcome reporting
will not be selective.

Conclusions
This FNI study will provide neurodevelopmental evidence about the importance of early and extensive
mother-infant interactions, within the constraints of the
NICU. This study will also test the practicability of the
Family Nurture Intervention as a means to improve outcomes in prematurely born infants and their families.
We are hopeful that the evidence-based methodologies
employed in this study will also lead to an improved
level of personalized care in the NICU, enhanced family
involvement, and a more constructive relationship
between the hospital and the community.
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